Center and east tables from left to right

Table of catalogs and books exhibited from previous exhibitions. Works included by the following artists:

- Narei Choi book Funk is Good for You from Vertigo @ Midnight, Feb. 23 – Mar. 6, 2015.
- Scantron catalog, May 1-17, 2015.

POSTSCRIPT: Cataloging Exhibitions

South wall from left to right


Linda Shimoda, from top to bottom: *What, who have I become; Here I sit and speak and sparkle; others sit and stare; and Emerging to drowning*, ink on wash and giclee on wash, 2001. In *Open House Exhibition*, Oct. 11 – Nov. 14, 2014.


West wall south end, from left to right


West wall north end, from left to right


North wall from left to right

Posters and ephemera on wall from exhibitions at Chan Gallery, 2015-2018.


**POSTSCRIPT: Cataloging Exhibitions**

July 9 – August 10, 2018

*In shelf vitrine from left to right*


